Abstract-The fundamental insight of network coding is that has further proved that linear coding suffices in achieving the information to be transmitted from the source in a session can maximum rate. These results are significant in the sense that, be inferred, or decoded, by the intended receivers, and does with network coding, the cut-set capacity bounds of unicast not have to be transmitted verbatim. It is a well known result flows from the source to each of the receivers can be achieved that network coding may achieve better network throughput in muthe sesto In othe retwork cang hlps certain multicast topologies; however, the practicality of network in a multicast session. In other words, network coding helps coding has been questioned, due to its high computational to alleviate competition among flows at the bottleneck, thus coding has received significant research at-ther, network coding is capable of providing better quality of tention in the networking community. The essence of network service (QoS) because improved session throughput, whether coding is to allow coding at intermediate nodes throughout in unicast or multicast scenario, and resilience against peer the network topology between the source and the receivers, failure are both important QoS parameters. Unfortunately, to in multiple unicast or multicast sessions. The fundamental date, there has been no commercial applications or protocols insight of network coding is that information to be transmitted that take advantage of the power of network coding. We from the source in a session can be inferred, or decoded, by believe that the main cause of this observation and the main the intended receivers, and does not have to be transmitted disadvantage of network coding is the high computational verbatim. It has also focused on the coding capabilities of complexity of random linear codes [3] , especially as the intermediate nodes, in addition to forwarding and replicating number of blocks to code scales up. Since random linear incoming messages.
To our knowledge, this paper represents the first attempt [11] . The work has concluded that "network coding incurs towards a high performance implementation of network cod-little overhead, both in terms of CPU and I/O, and it results ing. We first propose to implement progressive decoding with in smooth and fast downloads." Gauss-Jordan elimination, such that blocks can be decoded
In Wang et al. [6] , the computational complexity of random progressively as they are received. We then employ hardware linear codes has received dedicated attention. Unfortunately, acceleration with SSE2 and AltiVec SIMD vector instructions the conclusion was pessimistic, in that network coding may not on x86 and PowerPC processors, respectively. We finally use improve downloading times as compared to protocols without a careful threading design to take advantage of symmetric coding, due to its high computational overhead. Theoretically, multiprocessor (SMP) systems and multi-core processors. The the computational complexity of random linear codes has objective of this work is to explore the computational limits been well known: it has been a driving force towards the of network coding in off-the-shelf modern processors, and to development of more efficient codes in content distribution provide a solid reference implementation to facilitate com-applications, including traditional Reed-solomon (RS) codes, mercial deployment of network coding. Our high-performance fountain codes [12] , and more recently, chunked codes [13] . implementation is packaged as a C++ class library, and runs While fountain codes are much less computationally intenin Linux, Mac OS X and Windows, in Intel, AMD and IBM sive as compared to random linear codes, they suffer from their PowerPC processor families. On a Dual dual-core PowerPC own drawbacks: (1) Coded blocks cannot be recoded without G5 2.5 GHz server, the coding bandwidth of our implementa-complete decoding, which defeats the original nature of nettion is able to reach 43 MB/s with 64 blocks of 32 KB each. work coding; (2) there exists some bandwidth overhead (about The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec. II 5% with 10,000 blocks, and over 50% with 100 blocks); and discusses related work. Sec. III presents our design of using (3) the decoding process cannot be progressively performed Gauss-Jordan elimination to achieve progressive decoding. while receiving coded blocks, which leads to very bursty CPU Sec. IV presents our work on maximizing the coding perfor-usage when the final blocks are decoded. Alternatively, while mance of random linear codes, on modern off-the-shelf proces-Reed-Solomon (RS) codes may be also be used to reduce sors. Sec. V evaluates our high-performance implementation. coding complexity, it also suffers from the lack of progressive Sec. VI concludes the paper with our final words.
decoding, and its significantly smaller coded message space makes it difficult for multiple independent encoders to code a II. RELATED WORK shared data source, to be sent to a single receiver. To practically implement the paradigm of network coding, To summarize, while there is no doubt that more efficient one needs to address the challenges of computing coding codes exist, they may not be suitable for randomized network coefficients to be used by each of the intermediate nodes in coding in a practical setting. In contrast, random linear codes the session, so that the coded messages at the receivers are are simple, effective, and can be recoded without affecting the guaranteed to be decoded. This process is usually referred to guarantee to decode. We believe that our work on a highas code assignment. Although deterministic code assignment performance parallelized implementation of random linear algorithms have been proposed and shown to be polynomial codes may help academics and practitioners to realize the full time algorithms (e.g., [8] ), they require extensive exchanges potential of randomized network coding in a real-world setting. of control messages, which may not be feasible in dynamic III. RANDom LINEAR CODES:
peer-to-peer networks. As an alternative, Ho et al. [9] has been the first to propose the concept of randomized network coding. With randomized network coding using random linear With random linear codes, data to be disseminated is divided codes, an intermediate node transmits on each outgoing link into n blocks [bl, b2. . , b], where each block bi has a fixed a linear combination of incoming messages, specified by number of bytes k (referred to as the block size). To code independently and randomly chosen code coefcients over a new coded block xj in network coding, a network node some finite field. first independently and randomly chooses a set of coding Since the landmark paper on randomized network coding coefficients [cjl, Cj2 Cj] in GF(28) Galois field [14] , one by Ho et al., there has been a gradual shift in research focus for each received block (or each original block on the data in the area of network coding, from purely theoretical studies source). It then produces one coded block xj of k bytes: to more practical studies on applying network coding in a ( practical setting. Such a shift of focus has been marked by
Wu et al. [10] , in which the authors have concluded that .1
Since each coded block is a linear combination of the randomized network ding an bedsigne toabe st original blocks, it can be uniquely identified by the set of torandopacketloss delay, as well asiany change coefficients that appeared in the linear combination.
network topology and capacity." The highly visible Avalanche project by Microsoft Research [4] has further proposed that Ape eoe sso si a eevdmlnal randomized network coding can be used for bulk content idpnetcddbok 1,1,.~.I is om a n x n matrix C, using the coefficients of each block bi. Each distribution, in competition with BitTorrent, one of the most .' prcia P2 cotn ditibto prtcl.Th' olwu row in C corresponds to the coefficients of one coded block. x , which takes n k multiplications of two bytes in GF(28). K
The inversion of C is only possible when its rows are linearly independent, i.e., C is full rank.
We are now ready to show a baseline implementation of random linear codes, which includes the implementation of Fig 2 State of Gauss-Jordan elimination in progressive decoding GF(28) operations, as well as progressive decoding using blocks, such that they become partially decoded blocks x. Gauss-Jordan elimination.
After all n coded blocks are received, these partially decoded GF(28) operations are routinely used in random linear codes blocks become the original blocks. In addition, if a network within tight loops. Since addition in GF(28) is simply an XOR node receives a coded block that is linearly dependent with operation [14] , it is important to optimize the implementation existing blocks that have been received already, the Gaussof multiplication on GF(28). Our baseline implementation Jordan elimination process will lead to a row of all zeros, in takes advantage of the widely-used fast GF multiplication which case this coded block can be immediately discarded, through logarithm and exponential tables similar to the tradi-and there are no explicit linear dependence checks required. tional multiplication of large numbers [15] . Fig. I shows a C++ Our implementation of the progressive decoding process is function to multiply using three table references where log and shown in Fig. 2 , at the moment that the third coded message exp reflect GF(28) logarithmic and exponential tables, each has been progressively decoded. The first three rows have having 256 entries. Such a baseline implementation requires already gone through iterations of Gauss-Jordan elimination three memory reads and one addition for each multiplication. and are now in RREF. We note that a network node does not have to wait for all n The overall decoding complexity is n2 row operations.
linearly independent coded blocks before decoding a segment.
The overall encoding complexity is n2 row operations as
In fact, it can start to decode as soon as the first coded block well, since each encode operation requires n row operations, is received, and then progressively decodes each of the new leading up to n2 for generating n coded blocks. However, coded blocks, as they are received over the network. In this the n2 row operations of the decode process is performed process, the decoding time overlaps with the time required to on both coefficient rows of dimension n and coded block receive the original block, and thus hidden from the tally of rows of dimension k. At encoding, the row operation are overhead caused by encoding and decoding times. This is an performed only on the original blocks of dimension k. As attractive feature that is uniquely available with random linear a result, decoding is generally more computationally complex codes using dense code matrices. Although progressive decod-than encoding. ing of later messages becomes increasingly more complex, the Random linear coding suffers from two major performance the usual numerical instability caused by Gauss-Jordan elimi-bottlenecks. First, multiplication in GF(28) is a costly opnation does not affect our decoding process.
eration. Second, the multiplication and addition operations AS each new coded block xj is received, its coefficients are performed in tight loops over rows of coefficients and (carried within xj) are added to the coefficient matrix C. coded blocks, each of n and k bytes respectively. Each row A pass of Gauss-Jordan elimination is performed on this operation is performed through a series of byte-length GF(28) matrix, with identical operations performed on the coded operations because GF(28) multiplication is not easily scalable to a higher granularity than the byte level. The following byte gf256::loopgf-multiply(byte x, byte y) experiment reflects the importance of addressing these perbyte result = 0; formance bottlenecks. bool overflowing; A sample encode and decode using our baseline implemenwhile (x != 0) { tation of random linear coding takes 9.89 and 11.91 seconds, quickly and become difficult to hold in memory. Also, the incoming (or original) blocks, bj. In the decoder, the bulk of cache misses increase quickly and offset any gain achieved Gauss-Jordan elimination also requires series of row operathrough widening the multiplication domain.
tions on both coefficient and coded block rows as suggested As an alternative, we propose to revisit the basics by by stages A and E in Fig. 3 , which collectively consume more performing the multiplication on-the-fly using a loop-based than 99% of the execution time. In each row operation, a single approach in Rijndael's finite field [17] [14] , rather than using byte factor is multiplied by a full row and the result is xor-ed traditional log/exp tables. Although the basic loop-based to another row. Noting the nature of such row operations, the multiplication takes longer to perform, it lends itself better loop-based multiplication in Fig. 4 opens up an opportunity to a parallel implementation that takes advantage of vector for a vector implementation of the row operation, by GF(28)-instructions in order to operate on wider chunks of elements multiplying the factor into 16 adjacent elements of a row, and from a matrix row at the same time. The loop-based equivalent then xor-ing the 16-byte result into another row at once. As of the table-based multiplication in Fig. 1 is shown in Fig. 4 , a result, 16 elements of a row is now processed with one which resembles a regular hand multiplication by looking into execution of the loop-based multiplication'. Further SIMDlower bit of x and adding y at each iteration. At each iteration, based optimizations were also applied to the other stages in y is shifted to the left to reflect moving to the next bit of Gauss-Jordan elimination.
x. However, loop-based GF(28) multiplication also requires a A challenging implementation detail worth noting is related division by an irreducible polynomial [14] (governed by the to the alignment of memory allocations in the accelerated cyclic nature of the finite field) at the end of multiplication. implementation. For performance reasons, many SSE2 and This division at the end can be emulated by subtracting the AltiVec instructions either require or prefer to have their irreducible polynomial whenever the shift of y is about to memory arguments 16-byte aligned. Mac OS X guarantees overflow. In our implementation, the irreducible polynomial the heap memory allocations to be 16-byte aligned. On Linux of x8 + 4 + 3+ 2 + 1 iS used. Note that subtraction and and Windows, we had to use special OS-specific memory adtionsarebosth8 iequialeontto mlthe. xo prto.Telo Applying the irreducible polynomial to individual elements of a 16-takes atmost 8 iterations to complete.byte chunk has to be conditioned on the value of each element. We omit
With such a loop-based implementation of multiplication, implementation details due to space constraints, but it can be handled via a we are ready to take advantage of SIMD (single-instruction, few SIMD instructions. for encoding and decoding processes, respectively, reflecting finish around the same time, since they process equal amounts speedups of 556% and 541% over the baseline table-based of data. However, the encoding or decoding process is not GF(28)-multiplication! The speedup is less than the ideal complete until all threads have completed their tasks. This 1600%, due to the obvious usual overhead preventing a linear implies that one of the threads should serve as the coordinating speedup. Such a speedup via the use of SIMD instruction sets thread, which synchronizes the task assignment and collection would not be possible without switching to the loop-based to and from other worker threads. multiplication. So far, our work leads to a fully accelerated and With only coded blocks partitioned, the achieved speedup cross-platform implementation of randomized network coding, of the decoding process is limited to the parallel portion of on Intel, AMD and PowerPC processors, and across Windows, the overall task (which is equal to k/(k + n) since each row Linux and Mac OS X systems. operation is performed on both coefficient and coded block rows). If the block size k is much larger than number of blocks B. Parallelized network coding n, such a partitioning scheme performs close to perfection. But
Since modern commodity processors are routinely multi-in a typical real-world scenario of n = 256 and k = 1024, the core processors, we naturally wish to further improve our coefficient row operations cost 20% of the total row operations. accelerated implementation by increasing the level of parTo further improve the speedup, we propose to extend allelization, such that all processing cores may be fully parallelized decoding to include the coefficient matrix. Fig. 6 utilized. A multi-threaded implementation would naturally shows an ideal task partitioning for two threads. There exist take advantage of additional processors, and its performance a few challenges towards this goal, however. At stage A of may benefit significantly through workload partitioning. That Gauss-Jordan elimination in Fig. 3 , all threads need to have acknowledged, parallelized network coding with more than knowledge of the full row of coefficients associated with one thread per processor may actually affect performance neg-the last received coded block, i.e., partial knowledge is not atively due to threading overhead, as random linear coding is sufficient. Searching for the first non-zero element at stage computationally intensive (CPU bound), without I/O intervals B is a more problematic issue, requiring each thread to pass in between.
the result of its local search to the coordinating thread, and
We first recall that the encoding process generates a new wait for a response on the global result. Stage E needs to linear combination of incoming blocks, weighted according retrieve the coefficient of all previous rows that are right above to random coefficients. This calculation can be partitioned the first non-zero element of the current row. Obviously, such among several threads, each working on a partition of all coefficients can belong to any other partition and is not locally original blocks to generate the corresponding partition of owned. the coded block. All threads start with the same sequence
To solve the issues of stages A and E, each thread needs of random coefficients [CjlCj2 ... Cjc], either through already to keep some redundant data, and to access a global list prepared coefficients, or generating the coefficients on their updated by the coordinating thread. Unfortunately, stage B own from a shared seed. requires explicit synchronization between threads. To address Next, the decoding process can similarly divide each coded this challenge and to reduce cache coherency updates, we have block into partitions and assign each, of width k/cpu count, carefully designed an appropriate synchronization scheme that to a different thread. Every thread retrieves the coefficient assigns each thread its own cache-aligned data structure. Each sequence on its own and maintains the full coefficient matrix thread's local structure is set by the thread, and read only by of width n. As shown in Fig. 5 for two processors, each thread the coordinating thread. The coordinating thread's response is operates on its private copy of the coefficient matrix, and set through a similar structure, and read by all other threads. 
Quad-Gb (n=64) Quad-G5 (n=64) (a) (b) Fig. 7 . Speedup of single-threaded SIMD acceleration for (a) encoding and (b) decoding processes, over the baseline implementation. more tolerant of the increased block size, due to its gradually Fig. 12 . Platform comparison of coding performance at (n = 128, k = 4 KB). increasing working sets. Finally, we study the advantages of full partitioning (Fig. 6 ), VI. CONCLUSIONS by also partitioning the decoding of the coefficient matrix.
This paper represents the first attempt towards a highAlthough the decoding of the coefficient matrix is no longer performance implementation of randomized network coding. performed redundantly by all threads, the extra synchroniza-The objective of this research is to explore the computational tion required leads to additional overhead. Fig. 11 shows its limits of random linear coding in modern processors. We proresulting speedup over partial partitioning along with decoding pose to use Gauss-Jordan elimination to perform progressive bandwidth. Unlike previous experiments, the block size is decoding, such that the decoding time may overlap with the now fixed at k = 1024 bytes, and we increase the number time required for data transmission. Our implementation is of blocks. This is designed to emphasize the advantage of now complete with hardware acceleration with SIMD instrucapplying threading to the coefficient matrix when n/(n + k) tion sets available on modern commodity processors, as well does not diminish quickly with increasing k. By increasing as multi-threading to take advantage of symmetric multipron/(n + k), we obviously expect to see higher gains due to the cessors to parallelize computation tasks. With a wide variety partitioning of coefficient rows with width n. At n = 2048 of working sets in our coding tests, significant speedup and and k = 1024 bytes, for example, the coefficient matrix of 4 coding bandwidth have been achieved. We are now confident MB will become larger than the coded block matrix of 2 MB. to claim that, as long as we code fewer than 128 blocks, As a result, its partitioning improves the cache performance the computational complexity of randomized network coding besides improving the parallelism and obviously would lead may not become a performance bottleneck even on dedicated to a high speedup.
servers with more than 100 Mbps connections. In peer-to-peer The experiment with 512 blocks is more interesting, because applications with typical DSL bandwidth, we believe the CPU the data set completely fits into the cache and the achieved usage is minimal. The task of coding more than 128 blocks speedup is solely due to full partitioning. At (n =512, k = still remains to be an interesting challenge. 1024), each processor of the Quad-Intel server will operate on 128-byte coefficient rows and 256-byte coded block rows. This reduces the aggregate row size to 128 + 256 bytes from 512 +256 bytes of partial partitioning, effectively reducing the 2To establish a context, I/O bandwidth of SATA disk drives is usually aggregate row into half. Of course, we only gain a speedup between 30 and 60 MB/s. 
